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City seeking
public input
for changes
to ordinances

Murray, KY 42071

Republicans gather for
annual Lincoln Day Dinner
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
ll three Republican gubernatorial candidates that spoke at Saturday's Purchase
& Lakes Area 2011 Lincoln Day Dinner
agreed on one thing: the next governor of
Kentucky needs to be a Republican, not a

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Mr he City of Murray is seek.ing input from the public,
• city officials and staft to
make changes to the existing
zoning ordinance.
"The purpose of this update is
to try to make the zoning ordinance more effective and more
simplified to reflect best practices and contemporary requirements," said City Planner
Candace Dowdy.
Dowdy said the city would
hold a workshop for the public
to give input at 6 p.m. Tuesday.
March I. in the council chambers on the second floor of City
Hall. She said the planning
department hoped to hear from
city residents, property owners
and business owners to identify,
review and discuss zoning and
ordinance-related matters. A
copy of the current zoning ordinance can be viewed at the
Planning and Engineering page
on the city website at www.murrayky.gov/planningizoning.htm.
Any questions or comments
related to the ordinance update
can be directed to Dowdy at
762-0330.
Dowdy said it has been a very
long time since the *zoning ordinance has been changed and
there were many areas that
could be ripe for revision. She
said the city would like to take a
look at permitted and conditional uses in certain zones. parking

A
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L)ernocrat.
Where they parted ways focused on which
GOP leader should be elected in the May
Primary to run against Democrat incumbent
Gov. Steve Beshear or any of his challengers to

II See Page 2

Times

Republican candidates, left, running for Kentucky governor spoke Saturday night
during the
Purchase & Lakes Area 2011 Lincoln Day Dinner. Phil Moffett of Louisville,
standing, speaks while
Senate President David Williams of Burkesville and Bobbie Holsciaw of Jefferson
County look on.

Red Cross
focuses
on heart
health
Group targets
the importance
of AED devices

ing and running over protesters.
Before dawn, protesters took over
the offices of two of the multiple
state-run satellite news channels.
witnesses said.
After daybreak Monday, smoke
was rising from two sites in Tripoli
where a police station and a security
forces bases are located, said Rehab.
a lawyer watching from the roof of

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
he Calloway County
Chapter of the American
Red Cross has heart
health in focus during February.
which is American Heart
Month.
More specifically, the Red
Cross is spreading awareness
about the importance of
Automated
External
Defibrillators (AED) and how
they can save a life if used
properly. The devices are small,
no larger than the average shoebox, but contain the electronics
and equipment to provide lifesaving shocks to an incapacitated person until emergency services arrive.
"If a person
collapses and
. 1 goes into cardiac arrest. 50
percent of the
time they will
need an AED
shock within
the first few
minutes,- said
Wilson
Jennifer
Wilson, executive director of the Calloway
County chapter of the American
Red Cross. "The goal of an
AED is to sustain life until
emergency responders arrive."
It was a recently-purchased
AED that saved the life of a
middle school football player
from Tennessee after he collapsed during a scrimmage at
Calloway County High School.
The unit had just recently been
installed in the CCHS athletic
fieldhouse and was used to keep
him alive while waiting on the
ambulance. And, it was the second time an AED had been
made useful on campus at
CCHS after one was used during a basketball practice in early
2009.
Wilson recalled. Buddy Slyills, uncle of girls basketball
coach Scott Sivills, was attending a practice and suffered and
attack of lethal arrhythmia,
which causes the heart to beat
irregularly and eventually stop.
In both cases, the AED was
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Winds topple sign, knock
out power in Calved City

GREG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times

CALVERT ('ITY. Ky. (AP)
—A western Kentucky city
went without electricity for a
while after high winds toppled
a large sign onto power lines.
The winds pushed over a
Super 8 Motel sign in Calvert
City on Sunday afternoon,
causing a 60-foot pole to snap.
Sheila Fisher. a shift manager
for a KFC restaurant near the
motel. told the media that she
heard a big bang, then saw the
sign fall.
West Kentucky Rural Electric

•See Page 2
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Daily Forecast
National Weather Service
Monday: Showers, mainly
after noon Temperature rising
to near 64 by noon, then falling
to around 58 during the remainder of the day. Chance of precipitation is 80 percent
Monday night: A 40 percent
chance of showers before midnight. Mostly cloudy. with a low
arouno 32
Tuesday: Sunny, with a high
near 48
Tuesday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 30.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 56
Wednesday Night: A 50 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms_ Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 49.
Thursday: Showers and
thunderstorms likely Cloudy,
with a high near 65
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POLAR PLUNGE: Nearly 400 people turned out for Saturday's annual Polar
Plunge
to benefit Special Olympics in Kentucky at Kentucky Dam Village State Resort
Park in
Gilbertsville. Teams from throughout the regional braved the below 40-degree
water
temperature of Kentucky Lake for the cause. Pictured at top, Murray State University
representatives Sarah Clark, anchor with MSU's 'Roundabout U" and Jimmy Carter,
vice president for Institutional Advancement. make the jump. Pictured above. State
Senate President David Williams of Burkesville, second from right, and State
Rep.
Will Coursey of Benton, right, join in the fun with local firefighters. At right, a "polar
plunger" leaps from the pier. More than $60,000 was raised, it was reported.

Libya: Protesters, security clash in capital
By HAMM HENDAWI
and PAAGGIE MICHAEL
Associated Press
AIRO (AP) — Libyan protesters celebrated in the
streets of Benghazi on
Monday, claiming control of the
country's second largest city after
bloody fighting, and anti-government unrest spread to the capital
with clashes in Tripoli's main square
for the first time. Moammar
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Gadhafi's son vowed that his father
and security forces would fight
"until the last bullet."
Even as Seif
Gadhafi
spoke on state TV Sunday night.
clashes were raging in and around
Tripoli's central Green Square. lasting until dawn Monday, witnesses
said. They reported snipers opening
fire on crowds trying to seize the
square. and Gadhafi supporters
speeding through in vehicles, shoot-

EYECAR E
SPECIALTIES
-Your Full Service Primary
Eyecare Provider"
Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 1261 St.• Murray •(270) 759-2500

Character counts
TRUSTWORTHINESS
• Be honest
• Don't deceive, cheat or stcal
• Be reliable — do what you say you'll do
• Have the courage to do the right thing
• Build a good reputation
• Be loyal — stand by your family, friends
and country
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descnbed as increasing government debt. Williams also menensure a Republican will sit in
tioned plans for education
the governor's mansion in 2012.
reform. citing approval for
Candidates Phil Moffett,
Bobbie Holsclaw and David Senate Bill I in 2009 which did
Williams each took the podium away with the CATS systems
during the event in the Curris and implemented a plan that
Center ballroom to appeal to fel- would focus on teaching stulow Republican leaders and vot- dents what they need to learn,
ers concerning why they should not what they may see on stanbe the candidate of choice for dardized tests. He also pledged
voters in May and November.
to fight public employee unions
Moffett, a businessman from in Kentucky.
Louisville and the only one to
In all, 14 GOP candidates had
mention connection to the state a chance to speak during the
Tea Party organization, said event, including lieutenant govKentucky needs to focus less on ernor candidates Mike
Harmon,
politics and get back to "com- Bill
Vermillion and Richie
mon sense."
Farmer; running mates for
The candidate recommended
Moffett,
Holsclaw
and
fighting "big government" by
going after the EPA, the FDA Williams, respectively.
Other candidates to speak durand running government more
like a business as one of the pri- ing included Todd P'Pool, who
mary boards of his three- is running unopposed for the
GOP nomination for attorney
pronged political platform.
In addition, Moffett also advo- general. If elected, P'Pool said
cated cutting the size of govern- he would file suit to fight the
ment and associated debt while Obama Administration's new
advocating education reform in health care reform law.
Kentucky
by
eliminating
Also speaking were John
"wasteful" bureaucracy. setting Kemper III of Lexington and
high academic standards, giving Addia Wuchner of Florence,
parents the right to school candidates for state
auditor;
choice and promotion of more K.C. Crosbie,
who is running
charter schools in the commonunopposed for state treasurer,
wealth.
as well as James Corner of
Holsclaw. now serving as the
and
Rob
Jefferson County Clerk and a Frankfort
native of the area, said smaller Rothenburger of Shelbyville,
government, cutting spending candidates for the office of comand returning government back missioner of agriculture.
Bill Johnson, of Elkton, and
to the people of Kentucky are
among her plans if elected to the Hilda Legg. of Adair County,
candidates for secretary of state,
office.
"I'll spend your money like also joined the lineup.
it's my money," Holsclaw said.
Murray native Bob Valentine
Holsclaw cited plans to served as master of ceremonies
improve
Kentucky's rank for the evening.
among other states in education
During the event, video mesand initiated efforts to reduce sages from
U.S. Rep. Ed
the Commonwealth's pension Whitfield
and Sen. Mitch
liabilities.
McConnell were played to a
"It's time for a fresh start,"
crowd of about 350 persons.
Holsclaw said.
Current state Senate President Whitfield and McConnell were
David Williams of Burkesville not able to attend. A message
primarily criticized Beshear in from newly-elected Sen. Rand
his arguments centered on the Paul was planned. but was not
need to revise Kentucky's tax available.
Voters were urged to go online
structure to benefit businesses
to each candidates website to
and taxpayers.
He also noted the need to learn more about where they
reform Kentucky's public pen- stand on issues affecting
sion system and reduce what he Kentucky.
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From Front

credited as a major reason the
lives were saved.
The average AED has two
adhesive pads that hook into the
unit and are placed on the body
of the person needing the shock.
Guidelines on the unit tell
helpers where to place the pads.
The unit then is able to diagnose
if a shock is needed and lead a
person through the process. As
technology has progressed, the
units have gotten smarter in the
amount of assistance that can be
provided.
"The neat thing about an AED
is it also facilitates CPR if necessary It can even recognize if
the chest compressions aren't
hard enough," Wilson said. "It's
so elementary, it tells you exactly what to do."
Despite the ease of use, the
Red Cross offers a certification
in how to efficiently use an
AED, which is included in the
First Aid and CPR training.
Wilson said that even though it
is a simple process, some AED
units are less helpful than others
and it's good to have a Red
Cross certification before
attempting to use one. However,
a fully-trained person is not
always available, which is why
most units are designed for
almost anyone to be able to use.
Wilson said she has been
working locally to get as many
AED units installed around
town. She said there are many
brands and models of AED
units and she is happy to work
with businesses and organizations to find the best fit.
"I recently worked with
Murray Electric System. they
needed a durable one for their
service vehicles," Wilson said.
Since
September
2010.
Wilson has placed 13 AED units
locally and four in Marshall
County.
For more information on the
local Red Cross or AED units,
call
753-1421
or
visit
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KYSER LOUGH / Ledger a Times
HEROES BREAKFAST: The Calloway County chapter of the American Red Cross held its
third Love Your HEROES Pancake Breakfast at Culver's Saturday morning. Pictured, volunteers serve freshly-made pancakes from the grill.
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News in'Brief
LONDON, KY. t
— Police in
southern Kentucky are searching
for an armed robber they say
walked away from a pharmacy
with more than 5,000 pills after
hold up.
London police told Vir KYT-TV in
Lexington that the robber had a
knife at Thompson Drug South in
London on Saturday afternoon.
Police described the robber as a
white man, 5'-9" to 5'-1 l" and
about 150 pounds, wearing khaki
pants, brown dress shoes, a hoodie
and a dark green cap with orange
lettenng
PANT UCII, KY.(API — A central Kentucky farmer has had triple
the calf pleasure twice in a decade.
A cow owned by Mark Rogers of
Paint Lick had triplets on
Valentine's Day. the second time in
the last 10 years one of his cows
gave birth to a trio of calves.
Madison County Extension
Agent Brandon Sears told The
Richmond Register that about one
birth in every 125,(X)0 produces
tnplets.
Rogers said the triplet, horn on
April I. 2(Xl I needed to be nook
fed for about two weeks. The
newest additions, Rogers said,
haven't needed any assistance.

From Front
requirements and definitions
that might be out of date. She
said the planned development
project (PDP) process, for
example. could probably use
some simplification to make the
process easier and more streamlined for developers. Dowdy
said sign regulations are another
example of something that
might need to be changed, considering that the Board of
Zoning Adjustments gets similar requests on a regular basis.
"(For example) the size of a
wall sign. the amount of square
footage a business would be

allowed for a wall sign,- Dowdy
said. "If, month after month. the
Board of Zoning Adjustments is
always looking for a variance
for someone in regard to signage. then maybe we need to
look at changing what our
requirements are." she said.
The meeting seeking public
input will be at 6 p.m. next
Tuesday. March I. The previous
evening. Feb. 28. will be at the
same time and will seek input
from members of the Planning
Commission, BZA and City
Council.

•Winds, sign...
From Front
said the majority of its Calven
City customers were without
power at the height of the outage, between 2 p.m. and 3 p.m.
A total of 1,345 customers lost
power in
Marshall and
Calloway counties during the

afternoon with most of the outages in Marshall. No injuries
were reported.
National Weather Service
meteorologist Robin Smith said
the winds were consistently 15
to 20 mph throughout the day.
with gusts up to 35 mph.

MI Libya, protesters...
From Front

LOUISVILLE, KY.(AP) — When
Dick Richards joined other parents
in a tour of a new, SI million field
house for athletes at his daughter's
high school, he couldn't believe
the setup. Gleaming locker rooms,
showers and restrooms, all befitting a public school with a reputation for athletic excellence. •
Except there weren't any facilities in the new building for the
female athletes.

PETERSBURG, KY.(AP)— A
museum based on a literal interpretation of the Bible denied a same
111111(
sex couple admittance for a Date
Night event.
8103.041
Both officials from the Creation
Museum in Petersburg and the couTAXABLE
ple denied admission agree that
QU1VALENT YIELD:
they weren't let in for the event
(1.7164%
and not reimbursed the S71.90 cost
for the two tickets they had purchased online.
But, the two sides are at odds
PRICE )over whether it was clear before
the event took place that same-sex
1490.00
couples would be turned away.

dents.
British Prime Minister David
her home.
Cameron, visiting neighboring
The city on Monday was shut Egypt, called the
Libyan govdown and streets empty, with ernment's
crackdown
schools, government offices and "appalling."
most shops closed except a few
"We can see what is happenbakeries serving residents huning in Libya which is completekered down in their houses, she
ly appalling and unacceptable as
said, speaking on condition she
regime is using the most
be identified only by her first the
vicious forms of repression
name.
The protests and violence against people who want to see
were the heaviest yet in the cap- that country — which is one of
ital of 2 million people, a sign of the most closed and one of the
how unrest was spreading after most autocratic — make
six days of demonstrations in progress. The response they
eastern cities demanding the have shown has been quite
appalling," he told reporters in
end of the elder Gadhafi's rule.
Gadhafi's
regime
has Cairo.
Seif al-Islam Gadhafi warned
unleashed the bloodiest crackdown of any Arab country of civil war in Libya if protests
against the wave of protests continue, a theme continued
sweeping the region. which top- Monday on Libyan state TV,
pled the leaders of Egypt and where a pro-regime commentaTunisia. More than 2(1) have tor spoke of chaOs and "rivers of
been killed in Libya. according blood" turning Libya into
to medical officials, human "another Somalia" if security is
rights groups and exiled dissi- not restored.
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Obituaries

Government shutdown a risky move for the GOP

Mary Frances Gibson
oi Joplin. Mt . died Sunday. Feb 20.
2011. at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray. Arrangements are
incomplete at lines-Miller Funeral Home.
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Hilda K Jones. 96, of Murray. died Friday. Feb. 18. 2011, at
Parkvicw Health Care in Paducah.
Born March 9, 1914 in Calloway County. she received her master's degree from the University of Michigan. her bachelor's degree
from Murray State University and attended Columbia University.
N.Y.. and University of London, England. She was also a teacher in
Michigar and a principle in Germany before returning to her home
in Hardin.
In addition to her parents. Fred and Grace Wilkerson Jones. she
was preceded in death by her sisters. Sammie Lane Ball, Elizabeth
Cooper and Marian Sparks: and brothers. Gary and Roger Jones.
She is survived by her sister. Bobbie Buchanan of Murray:
brother, Russell Jones and wile. Jean of Daleville. Ala.; sister-inlaw. Edna Earl Jones of Benton; and several nieces and nephews.
A private memorial service will be held Tuesday. Feb. 22. 2011.
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale officiating.
Burial will follow in the Curd Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may go to Hardin Kentucky Public
Library. 104 2nd Street. Hardin. KY 42048.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.coni. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Jimmy M. Canter
Funeral ser‘ ices lor Jimmy M. Canter. 71. of Mayfield. were
held Sunday. Feb. 20. 2011. at 2 p.m. at Byrn Funeral Chapel with
John Dale and Craig Law officiating. Burial followed in Cuba
Cemetery.
Canter died Thursday. Feb. 17. 2011, at 10 p.m. at his residence.
A former employee of Smith Contracting and Byrn Funeral
Home. he was also a retired minister of Lynnville Church of Christ
and former minister at Blood River Church of Christ. Knob Creek
Church of Christ and Bell City Church of Christ.
In addition to his parents. John "Bud" and Myrtle (Holt) Canter,
he was preceded in death by two brothers, Rex Allen Canter and
Bobby Gene Canter; and a sister. Shirley Canter Gilbert.
He is survived by his wife of 50 years. Janice Youngblood
Canter of Mayfield: three sons. Chad Canter and wife. Vicki of
Murray. Randy Canter and wife. Kathy. and Jody Canter and wife.
Jackie. both of Mayfield: a daughter. Barbie Canter Law and husband. Jeff of Columbus. Ohio: two brothers. Johnny Canter of
Mayfield, and Jerry Canter and wife. Judy of Charleston. Mo.; one
sister, Sandra Canter Byrd and husband. Alvis of Pilot Oak; and 10
grandchildren. Arrangements were handled by Byrn Funeral Home,
Inc.

Wilma Neurone Hutchens
Wilma Maurene Hutchens. 87, of Paducah. passed away
Thursday. Feb. 17. 2011. at Western Baptist Hospital.
She was born April 10. 1923 in Hazel. to parents. Lowell Lesion
Reeder and Eva Jane Douglas Reeder.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Robert Hafford
Hutchens; one son, Robert Gary Hutchens; her parents; one sister.
Martha Clymer; seven brothers. James, Paul. Al, Douglas. Joe. Sam
and Pete Reeder.
Mrs. Hutchens had a gentle and caring spint and was a wonderful mother and homemaker. For the past several years she had battled Alzheimer's and had resided at Parkview Nursing Home.
She will he greatly missed by her surviving children. Robert L.
Hutchens. Carol Champy and Pat Tubbs (Russell). all of Paducah;
and her sister. Irene Hubbs. also of Parkview Nursing Home.
Hughes Funeral Home in Paducah is in charge of arrangements.
There will he no visitation. A memorial service will be held at a
later date. Burial will be in Wallace Cemetery in Marshall County.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to East Baptist Church,
2985 Old Husbands Rd.. Paducah. KY 42(X)3.
Condolences may be left online at www.hughesfuneral.com.
This is a paid obituary.

Addle B. Scott
Mrs. Addle B. Scott, 97. of Murray. died Saturday. Feb. 19.
2011, at her daughter's home.
She was a homemaker and a member of the
Salem Baptist Church. Mrs. Scott was born Oct.
17. 1913 in Calloway County.
She is survived by a daughter. Dianne Scott
Clark (Darrel) of Murray: one sister. Kathryne
Sims of Union City. Tenn.; one grandson Darren
Clark (Valerie) of Murray; and two great-grandchildren. Darrah and Sunny Clark of Murray.
Mrs. Scott was preceded in death by her husband. William Calvin (Bill) Scott; parents. Luther
Nolan and Herma D. Lawrence Butterworth; also
Scott
three sisters. Robbie Washer, Lyda Miller and
Sylvia Miller Dill: and three brothers, Cloys. Vernon and Osro
Butterworth.
Funeral service will be held Tuesday. Feb. 22. 2011. at 11:30
a.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. with burial to follow in
Young Cemetery, Rev. John Sheppard and Rev. Philip Bazzell officiating. Visitation will be held tonight, Monday. Feb. 21. 2011.
from 5-9 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may go to Salem Baptist Church. %
Darren Howard. 507 Rob Mason Rd.. Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences can he left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
This is a paid obittatrY
The number ao mite,, published or the length ofone or more of the
preceding (Maur:ries exceeds the IllatiMUM set by the Ledger and
Times policy. Afire has been paid for additional publishing or space

Doctors slammed over
Wis. legislative protests
MILWAUKEE (API Doctors who wrote medical
notes over the weekend excusing protesters at the Wisconsin
Capitol front work are getting
slammed with angry phone calls
and profane e-mails from people
telling them they deserve to be
thrown in jail, one doctor said
Sunday.
The physicians wore lab
coats Saturday as they stood on
a street corner and offered medical notes to the tens of thousands of protesters who paraded
past them.
The protesters were rallying
against a Republican-hacked
state bill that would eliminate
collective bargaining rights for
most state workers.
One of the doctors was Lou
Satinet..59. who practices family

‘Ionday, efiruari 21. 2011 • 3

medicine at the University of
Wisconsin School of Medicine
and Public Health. Sanner said
he gave out hundreds of notes
and that many protesters with
whom he spoke seemed to be
suffering from stress.
"Some people thiak it's a
nod-and-a-wink thing but its
not, he told The Associated
Press on Sunday. "One of Thu
biggest stresses in life is ill,threat of loss of income, loss of
job. loss of health insurance
People have actually been getting ill from this, or they can't
sleep.'•
Many of the protesters who
chanted for lawmakers to "kill
the NW at the protests were
teachers who missed classroom
time dunng the week to attend
the rallies.

WASHINGTON (API Few
memories
haunt
Republicans more deeply than
the 1995-96 partial shutdown of
the federal government, which
helped President Bill C'linton
reverse his falling fortunes and
recast House Republicans as
stubborn partisans, not savvy
insurgents.
Now, as Congress careens
toward a budget impasse, government insiders wonder if
another shutdown is imminent
- and whether Republicans
again would suffer the most
blame_
Leaders of both parties say
they are determined to avoid a
shutdown. But they have not
yielded on the amount of spending cuts they will demand or
accept. Meanwhile, shutdown
talk is rippling through
Washington and beyond.
"It's good for political rhetoric to talk about a government
shutdown. But I don't know
anybody that wants that to happen." Sen. Tom Coburn. ROkla.. said on "Fox News
Sunday."
Behind the scenes, Senate
officials are spending Congress'
President's Day recess week
poring over the spending pro-

posal passed by the House early
Saturday, according to one
Democratic leader.
"We are prepared to negotiate
right away." Sen. Chuck
Schumer, D-N.Y., said on
CNN's "State of the Union."
The Obama administration is
warning that workers who handle Social Security benefits
might be furloughed. Almost
hourly, top Democrats and
Republicans accuse each other
of pushing the government to
the bnnk by being inflexible.
"So much is at stake if this
great government shuts down,"
said House Democratic leader
Nancy Pelosi. "I would hope
that instead of having ultimatums, we go forward with an
approach that talks about how
we keep government open."
The House Republican campaign
committee
said
Democrats are "shouting for a
shutdown."
For all the political drama
and rhetoric, the actual stakes of
a shutdown are not so dire for
ordinary Americans. The military would stay active, interstate
highways would remain open
and government checks would
be issued, although new applicants for benefits under pro-

grams such as Social Secunty
might have theii sign-ups
delayed. In fact, the federal government has had more than a
do/en "shutdowns" 51111LT 1981.
S e lasted mil) hours, and few
are remembered. Me exception
is the two-stage partial shutdown of 1995 and 1996. Then,
as now. a Democratic president
clashed over spending priorities
with a recently installed
Republican House majority.
Then, as now. Congress had
failed to fund the gaseminent
he a lull fiscal year. so agencies
depended OR a series of "continuing resolutions" to keep them
in businesses while lawmakers
feuded. When Clinton in late
1995 vetoed a Republican-crafted spending hill - he called it
insufficient for health care, edu-

cation and other programs
pans of the government closed
for six days. After a brief truce.
the parties clashed again.
Hundreds of thousands of "nonessential- federal workers were
furloughed for three weeks.
from mid-December to early
January.(Some workers eventually. received back pay for
missed days. National parks.
museums, passport offices and
other agencies closed. Each
party blamed the other.
Rut public opinion soon
swung toward Clinton and the
Democrats. House Speaker
Newt Gingrich didn't help himself by suggesting he had triggered the shutdown out of pique
because Clinton had made him
ir Force
ride m the back
One.

U.S. military seeking
more partners in space

WASHINGTON (AP) The U.S. military needs to better
protect its satellites and
strengthen its ability to use them
as weapons as the uncharted
battlefield of. space becomes
increasingly crowded and dangerous, Pentagon leaders say.
A new military strategy for
space, as mapped out by the
Pentagon. calls for greater cooperation with other nations on
George Washington's name is Washingions, like this writer, space-based
programs
to
inseparable from America. and who are often identified as improve ..kinerica's ability to
not only from the nation's histo- African-American by people deter enemies.
ry. 0 identifies countless streets. they have never met. There are
"It's a domain, like air land
buildings, mountains, bridges, white Washingtons who are and sea," said Gen. Kevin
monuments, cities -- and peo- sometimes misidentified and Chilton. who led U.S. Strategic
ple.
have felt discnmination. There Command until he retired late
In a puzzling twist, most of are N'ashingtons of both races last month. "Space is not just a
these people are black. The 2000 Who view the name as a special convenience. It's become a critU.S. Census counted t63,036 - if complicated
gift.
ical part in every other (battlepeople with the surname
And there remains the pres- field) domain.Washington. Ninety percent of ence of George, born 279 years
The U.S.. Chilton said, needs
them were African-American, a ago on Feb. 22, whose complex to make sure that it protects and
far higher black percentage than relationship with slavery echoes maintains the battlefield capafor any other common name.
in the blackness of his name bilities it gets from space-based
The story of how Washington today.
assets, including global posibecame the "blackest name"
Washington inherited land tioning data, missile warning
begins with slavery and takes a and 10 slaves from his father, system information, and comsharp turn after the Civil War, and gained more of both as he munications with fighters or
when all blacks were allowed grew older. But over the unmanned drones that are prothe dignity of a surname.
decades, as he recognized slavEven before Emancipation, ery's contradiction with the freemany enslaved black people doms of the new nation,
chose their own surnames to Washington grew opposed to
establish
their
identities. human bondage. Still, "slaves
Afterward, some historians the- were the basis of his fortune."
orize, large numbers of blacks and he would not part with them,
chose the name Washington in says Ron Chernow. author of the
the process of asserting their new biography "Washington: A
freedom. Today there are black Life."

Census: Washington is the
'blackest' name in America

viding surveillance or firing
missiles against the enemy. As
the U.S. and other countries
depend more on their satellites
for cntical data, those assets
become greater targets for their
enemies. "It's prudent to anticipate that. at this point. we will
not go into a future conflict with
a sophisticated adversary and
not expect to he challenged in
the space domain." Chilton told
The Associated Press in an
interview."We need to be thinking about how we would go into
future conflicts and make sure
that we un-level Whin battlefield in our favor."
While the new strategy.
the first of its kind -- stresses
the peaceful use of space. it also
underscores the importance of
satellites in both waging and
deterring war.
"We need to ensure that we
can continue to utilize space m
navigate with accuracy. to communicate with certainty. to
strike with precision and to see
the battlefield with clarity." said
William Lynn. deputy defense
secretary.
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`YouTube' videos FACI
OUR SERVICES
cited as disturbing
• Lightilwrapy.

CHICAGO(API- YouTube injure, the authors suggest.
videos on cutting and other selfCanadian
psychologist
injury methods are an alarming Stephen Lewis, a study conew trend, attract millions of author. said he found more than
hits and could serve as a how-to 5.(XX) YouTube videos on selffor troubled viewers, a study injury. The study focused on 100
warns.
videos the authors found in
Many videos show bloody December 2009. Their analysis
live enactments or graphic pho- was published online Monday in
tos of people cutting their arms Pediatrics. The 10(1 videos were
or legs with razors or other viewed more than 2 million
sharp objects, the study found. times and generated many
Many also glamorize self-injury online comments. Parents and
and few videos discourage it, mental health professionals
the study authors said. They also should be aware of the YouTubc
feature haunting music and rich postings and that the videos
itnagery that may attract young might he perpetuating the probs,,If-injurers and trigger the lem. said Lewis, an assistant
behavior, especially in those professor at the Universit% of
who have just started to self- Guelph in Ontario.
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Workforce Investment Board
will meet Tuesday

Western Baptist
hosts fashion show
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. — Ladies
can learn how to look and feel
better during a fashion show
luncheon and seminar presented
by the Western Baptist Hospital
Foundation on Wednesday.
March 9, in the Baptist Heart
Center auditorium.
"Open Your Heart & Kick Up
Your Heels" begins at 10 a.m.
with shopping at local vendors'
booths and live entertainment,
followed by lunch and a spnng
fashion show at noon.
At 12:30 p.m., physicians will
discuss da Vinci robotic surgery
benefits for less-invasive urology, gynecology and ENT procedures. Panelists will include
obstetrician-gynecologists Brad
Housman. M.D.. and Amber
Savells. M.D.: urologist Donald

Spicer. M.D., and otolaryngologist Daren Kest. D.O. More than
500 people have benefited from
the new technology since
Western Baptist brought it to the
region two years ago.
The Murray State University
Regional Stewardship and
Outreach program is coordinating the fashion show.
All proceeds benefit western
Neonatal
Kentucky's first
Intensive Care Unit, which
opened in January at Western
Baptist. Tickets are $30 each,
although table sponsorships are
available for tables of eight or
four. Seating is limited. Parking
is available at 24th and
Kentucky Avenue. For reservations or more information, call
Gina Leeper at (270) 575-2871.

Thomas Harper to
hold book signing
Special to the Ledger
Local author Thorna, D.
Harper will hold a book signing
for his new book. "Images of
America: Trigg County" on
Saturday, Feb. 26, at 10 am. at
the John L. Street Library,
Cadiz.
Thiszpictorial history book
contairN more than 200 vintage
photographs chronicling the
unique history of the area's rich
and colorful past. Harper hopes

his work "will become a valuable tool for others who seek to
learn more about Trigg County."
A 1999 graduate of the
University of Kentucky, Harper
is a middle school social studies
teacher in Hopkins County and
is pursuing a master's degree in
education from Murray State
University. He resides in Trigg
County with his wife and two
daughters.

Datebook
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor

lAnnouncen2en1

Andrew Cavitt and Jasemine
Can are the parents of a daughter, Gracie-Lee Claire Cavitt,
born Feb. 8, 2011, at 10 a.m, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
10 ounces and measured 19 3/4
inches.
Grandparents are Becky Can
of Hazel. Kevin Can of Hamlin,
and Garry and Diane Cavitt of
Murray.

Art workshop to be held

I

Gracie-Lee Claire Cavitt

be made

The Housing Authority
quotes for lawn care Fier
mowing apprommatel:
sidewalks, weed eating. a
If you would like to tour
quote please call Star
Supervisor at 270_752
received until Mary

The Murray High School Lady Tiger softball team is holding a
rebate night Wednesday. Feb. 23, from 11 a.m. until close at the Big
Apple Cafe. All are invited to support Lady Tiger softball.

Traveling baseball team forms
The 8U Travel Baseball Team is currently forming for any boys
from Calloway County interested in learning the game of baseball.
Team travels to Owensboro, Jackson, Tenn., Cordova, Tenn., and
South Haven, Miss. Individual and group evaluations will be performed. For more information, call Scot Ives at (270)493-0383.

Registration begins for Murray ball
The Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation Department
along with the Murray Youth Baseball and Softball Association has
kicked off the spring registration period for this summer's Baseball
and Softball season. Registration penod ends March II. except for
Tee-Ball, which ends March 31. Register through Feb. 28 for
reduced fee. Register online at www.playballmcc.com; or visit the
MCC Park office at 900 Payne Street or the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber office. Changes this year include Major League
Baseball styled uniforms, advanced communication tools and
improved organization. Program volunteers and team sponsors are
needed. For more information, refer to website; or e-mail
info(playballmcc.com; or call the Park office at 762-0325.

• Worry about taking medications
correctly?

Lune h in downtown Nashville
followed by a c ornedy show.

Smoky Mountain Christmas
Pigeon Forge & Asheville
November 28-30.

• Worry about getting to doctor's
appointments (in or out of town)?

Ifso, then Hickory Woods Senior
Living Conununity is the answer!
Furnished apartments are available on a short or
long term basis,
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3 davs/2 nights.
Dixie Stampede. Smith's
Family Theatre, Biltmore
House, shopping, and more!
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Lady Tigers to hold rebate night

• Find it difficult to cook, clean
or do lawn work?
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Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday at noon at the
Weaks Community Center. Persons coming for lunch should arrive
by 11:30 a.m. For information, call Dixie Hopkins, 753-6001.

• Need to recuperate after a
hospitalization or surgery?

THERIE WILL MilE A TRAVEL REPRESENTATIVE HERE FOR QUESTIONS
Twice the Fun!
Southern Women's Show
Carl Hurley with Special
Nashville, TN
Guest Jeanne Robertson
Thursday, April 14
TPAC-Nashville, TN
of
day
Enjoy a
Tuesday, May 3

I
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Parkinson's group will meet Tuesday

Do You or Someone
You Love....

2 night stays in Madrid, Costa del Sol, and Seville.,
Guided sightseeing, Beaches, Boutiques & much more!

"My Old Kentucky Home-,
Dinner Train, Stephen Foster
Mlasical, museums, and a foe al
distillery.

eror Murray Ledger & T

Sara Bogle, Carlisle County Extension Agent for Family &
Consumer Sciences, will teach the art workshop,"Art Is All Around
You," Tuesday, Feb. 22, at 10 a.m. at Calloway County Extension
Office, 310 S. 4th Street. It is free and open to the public. This workshop will explore ways to increase ability to see. They will look at
the rich resources of museums all across Kentucky which collect,
display and interpret works of art of all kinds. They will also learn
skills to increase enjoyment of art. For more information, call the
Extension Office at 753-1452.

Meeting times listed for area

Spectacular Spain
12::: Madrid—Costa del Sol—Seville
October 28-November 6

1

Wrestling sign-ups to be held
Calloway County Little League Wrestling sign-ups will be
Tuesday. Feb. 22. from 6-8 p.m. at the Day Treatment Center Gym.
For more information, call Dickie Walls, coach. at 227-8625.

The East Calloway Elementary School Site Base Decision Making
Council will hold a special-called meeting Tuesday. Feb. 22, at 7:30
a.m. in the Teacher's Lounge.

Gracie-Lee
Claire Cavitt

We have some exciting trips planned for
this year. (top by and see which ones
gou would like to be a part ofl

My Old Kentucky
Dinner Train/
Bardstown Adventure
June 30-July 1

Advertisers are requeste
the first insertion of their

East Calloway SBDM will meet

5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, March 1, 2011
The Murray Bank North Branch
700 N. 12th t.
Murray, KY 42071
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TOPS meeting Tuesday

Photo provided

MUSIC MEETING: Pictured is Tracey Wortham serving
refreshments at the February meeting of the Music
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Table decoration
was by Pamela Seward Other hostesses for the evening
were Neva Grey Allbritten, Jerel West ana Oneida White.

Ladies of the Saks

a
Fashion.Fr,

The West Kentucky Workforce Investment
Board ail! meet Tuesday, Feb. 22, at 9 a.m. at
Kentucky Dam Village Convention Center in
Gilbertsville. Items on the agenda include
updates on the WKWIB Audit, NAN B
Forum 2011 and the Kentucky Workforce
Investment Board Strategic Plan, as well as
election of officers and consideration of the
Operation Workforce 2011 Request for
Proposal.

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) will meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First
Christian Church. Visitors are welcome_ For information, call Sheila
at 227-1723.

Murray Alcoholics Anonymous open, smoking; Tuesday, 8 p.m.
holds meetings at 615 South closed, no smoking; Wednesday,
12th St., in the Southside II a.m. closed, no smoking,
behind good old timers meeting,6 p.m..
Center
Shopping
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regular bridge play. RegiOns Branch Bank. The reg- closed, ladies meeting, smoking.
on Wednesday. Feb. 16, with the following winners: First place - ular schedule is as follows: 8 p.m., open, smoking;
Janet Kirk; and second place - Shirley Jenstrom.
Sunday, 8 p.m., closed, no Thursday, 8 p.m. closed, smokThe ladies will play again Wednesday. Feb. 23. Interested ladies smoking, 12x12 study; Monday
ing, big book meeting; Fnday,
must sign-up in advance by calling Janet Kirk, hostess, at 753-7418. noon, open, no smoking. 8 p.m. 12 noon, open, no smoking, 8
p.m. open. smoking, newcomers
meeting; Saturday. 10 a.m.,
open, no-smoking. breakfast of
champions meeting, 8 p.m.
open, no-smoking, speaker
meeting. Closed meetings are
Cr, Fl lif
ll...
gi
for people who think they have a
Bank
Mray
problem with alcohol and want
to give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone who wants to attend
You are invited to attend
an AA meeting. For informafor
on
C.;elebrati
Off
a Kicktion. call Mitch at 753-9320.
The Murray Bank Good life.
Chuck at 436-2552. Joe at 7534161 or Dixie at 873-8172.

food, fashion,
and fun!

e-mail: communitynewsPinurrayledger.com
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Area students join
Greek community
at Centre College
Special to the Ledger
DANVILLE. Ky. - The
Centre College Greek community recently announced its
2010-II pledge class.
Centre Greeks consist of eight
national and international
organizations (four fraternities
and four sororities) dedicated to
the ideals of brotherhood, sisterhood, leadership, scholastic
achievement, community service and social interaction.
Centre fraternities and sororities are active in the campus and
local community, volunteering
time and energy for service and
endeavors.
philanthropic
Service and leadership projects
include fundraisers for the
United Way. Salvation Army,
and St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital: mentoring
at-risk local school children;
and
sponsoring city-wide
canned-food drives. Centre
Greeks average more than
12,2()0 service hours per year.
and raise thousands of dollars
for charitable organizations.
Christin Gong pledged Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority. She is the
daughter of lin and Mimi Gong
of Murray and is a graduate of
Murray High School.
Michael Orr pledged Phi
Kappa Tau fraternity He is the
son of Scott and Michelle On of
Murray and is a graduate of
Murray High School.
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Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
welt be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Cali 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

BRIGHTER Honzons
Child Development

Center located at 629
N 4th street is hiring a
full-time 2 year old
teacher immediately.
Early childhood experience and some college education preferred but not required
Minimal requirements
Babysitting experience
and three job references Contact
Director Robyn Darnall

at 759-1926 to inquire
EXPERIENCEC
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Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
,717,Irt `,1\t'r,
'
s 3 35 extra tor mart aver ;Mon (!ossified,go into
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

VISA

Oft
Appliances

First

•heila

II tve

Gym.

The Housing Authority of Murray is requesting
.motes for lawn care services This will include
mowing approximately 18 acres. blowing off
side-walks, weed eating. and leaf pickup in the fall
If you would like to tour the property to submit a
quote please call Stacy Clere, Maintenance
Supervisor at 270 752 0270. Quotes will be
received until March 1, 2011 at noon
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Join our team....
Schwarz Supply Source has
immediate openings for:

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELNINS
605

Night Shift Supervisor
Warehouse Receiving Clerk's
Forklift Operatator's
Must apply in person Mon-Fri
9:00 am - 3:00 p.m.

South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
190
Farm Equipment
L2800, S'
Kubota
woods bush hoe, 6'
disc. 2009 Scag zero
turn rnower.
270-227-9043

T66. 17, 1951 - 746. 20, 2009

ly &

round
nsion

His journey:)c just'Begun

of him as none awayhisjourneysjust-he or,
life holds so many its-

Don't think

work-

)ok at

)1Iect,
learn

III the

Mis earth is only one..
just think of him as resting
from the sorrows and- rite rears
in a place of warmth and comfort
where there are no days and.years

Think how he must he wishing
that we could know today

It the

arrive

m

how nothing but our sadness
can really yass away.
And Mini of him as filly,
the hearts of Mose he touched..
for nothing loved is ever Gsst- aful he was Csved so much.

ling a

Sadly 'Missed by your

re Big

Wife and Daughters
-40.01011110$
lowellow.‘

boys

Notice
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GET THIS 1 X1

e per-

AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
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Faye's Custom
Embroidery &
Screen Printing

1/3 for
sit the

(270)753-7743

loway
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

iMMU!cl its
[eight
tional
mities
ited to

Jr

sis-

plastic

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger 8 Times.

serv-

Call 753-1916
i0rom us and

060
Help Wanted

CURRENTLY seeking
an
experienced
Advisor.
Service
Requiring experience
in the automotive field
for scheduling, data
entry and
manageinventory
career
ment. Great
opportunity, outstanding co-workers and
hard working environApplicants
ment_
should be self-motivated, ambitious, goal oriented, result dnven and
eager to provide great
service.
customer
Send resumes to 701
Main St, Murray. KY
42071.
Cypruss Spnngs taking
applications for waitresses, cook, and dishfor
Call
washers.
appointment 436-5496

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help earned- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn,
you will be redirected
to sibnetwork rum
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
isetisite. not all listings
on the tohnetwork Loin
are plated through
the Murray Ledger
Sc Times Please call
us if you base any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank sou

eenng
cc and
avors.
rojects
the
Army.
.dren's
itoring
ildren:
(-wide
:entre
than
r year.
iollars
ns.
Kappa
is the
. Gong
late of
Phi
is the
Orr of
ate of

BRIGHTER Horizons
Child Development
Center located at 629
N 4th street is hiring a
full-time 2 year old
teacher immediately.
Early childhood experience and some college education preferred but not required
Minimal requirements
Babysining experience
and three lob references Contact
Director Robyn Darnall
at 759-1926 to inquire
EXPERIENCED
Superintendent, foreman, operators, and
laborers for fiber optic
placement Protect in
Western KY Mayfield
wage
Prevailing
applies. Call Mastec
Utility Services 843389-2174 Mon- Thurs
1100-5.00,
E0E/AAM/F!DAVDF W.P

FT/PT Route driver
needed for company in
Dover Must be trustworthy, able to lift
1001bs . and a clean
driving record. Fiexable
schedule
MazingnickelsCgmall corn
FULL-TIME custodian
Murray
large
for
Church. Duties include
general cleaning and
Heavy
maintenance
lifting and background
check are required.
Send resume with references to Custodian,
1040-K,
P.O. Box
Murray, KY 42071.
-FIN Full-time 6am-2pm.
LPN full-time 2p-10p
Apply in person at
Acres
Green
HealthCare. 402 W
Farthing. Mayfield KY
Taking applications at
KARENS WILDCAT
Apply in person

SCHWARZ SUPPLY SOURCE
250 Melvin Henley Drive
Murray, KY 270-767-1881
Lake Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center is
currently taking applications for a MDS Nurse
The applicant must have the following
qualifications' RN - licensed in the state of
Kentucky and have al least 2 years experience
Apply tr.
with MDS. LTC experience a plus.
person at Lake Way Nursing & Rehabilitation
Center 2607 Main Street Hwy 641 South
Benton, KY 42025. No phone calls please.
E0E./AAE

Hely WanNd

I

SEEKING automotive
consultant.
sales
Looking for people that
are customer focused,
motivated to improve
and have strong people
skills. Great opportunity for experienced and
inexperienced individuals to start a lucrative
career with a highly
successful automotive
dealer.
No previous auto sales
expenence is needed,
but previous retail
sales ot any type will
be considered a positive
Please send
resumes to 701 Main
Street. Murray, KY
42071,
Equal
Opportunity Employer
Applicants must be 19
years old or older and
have a valid US driver's license.
WE are very excited to
announce our current
lob opening for a partDesk
Front
time
Chiropractic
Asa:slant.
We are seeking a person who is confident,
detail oriented, quick
learner, good listener,
and passionate, should
be flexible and willing
to work in all phases of
management
office
This position will be
for
responsible
meetagreet patients.
check iflout patients,
answenrig phones, collecting co-pays, making patient files, data
entry and filing insurance
Successful candidates
will demonstrate excelcommunication
lent
skills, a team oriented
attitude, proficiency in
management.
office
Chiropractic/Medical
front desk experience a
plus but not required.
Hours of this position
Monday,
are
Wednesday, Friday.
7 30-12 and 2D-5p.
and
Tuesday
Thursday 1p-5p. occasional Saturday Hours
may grow as WP grow
$8-9 per hour based
on ability and experience Position to start
immediately
Send your resume and
cover letter to betterhealth ky0growl corn
OR bang to 400 South
12th Street Murray.
KY 42071

FIREWOOD (270)2106267 Pick up or deliv220
Musical

KELLEY'S
MUSIC

LESSONS
403 Chestnut St
Guitar, Piano, Drums
%rico & MCK9
Pato° Tuning
DJ & Sound
We Train Youth
Sandal

270
Mobile Homes Far Sale

PECO
Acceetira... resumes •
411 Sates careers
'other pcisdions
•Sena to.
P 0'-acix 363
Murray,
1-0

INSURANCE

Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Po 100', ol
the Deductibles?

-

,

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

28R and kit.
$12.900
Available in Feb.
14 places sold so
tar. Dont miss out!

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangernent Special:4
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
,i1ppr‘iveti

2-0-7=6-2411

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1,024 on Part A, $135 on
Part B Call me for ITIOre information

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HELP LN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KI 42071

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
CAMP SEPTIC' CLI ANING

0)9/8-1981

060

060

5„r

I fILISINESS & SERVICE DIRECTO#

•
OF MURRAY, KY
'RESIDENTIAL 4!ir COMMERCIAL

753-92.24
PLEASE.LEASE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER

? Medicare Supplements
? Medicare Select
? Medicare Advantage
? Medicare R/X Plan
Is your mailbox filling up with
material that is confusing?
Let me help you understand it

Ron Sallin (Local Agent)
Phone: 270-753-1565
Cell: 270-210-2533

SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Call Ashley Morris or
Natasha Hutson
7.53-1916 •
and place your ad today!
-2x2 S12..00 a week
2x1 $6.00 a week
13 week cinitract
Runs on Monday

(270) 753-6012

• Motile Home Lots For Rent
340
320
Houses For Rent
903 Grant Rd. 3 [ Apartments For Rent
Acres.
$200 00rmo.
Rentals 3 Locations available
GARLAND
270-994-1595
2BR IBA: (2) 3BR
presently has two bed1BA
room apartments availBusiness Rentals
Contact Mike Conley
Call for your
able
with
today
appointment
Olive Branch Auction
.
BUSINESS location 4 270-753-2905
Realty
miles south of Murray LARGE 2BR, 2BA,
WILL provide child
270.293.3232"
on HWY 641 1800 or C/1-1/A, 1.5 blocks from
infant care in my home
plus
$425
more with optional MSU.
day or night. Southwest
deposit, References 3BR. 1 5BA. garage &
1100 3BR Apart.
district.
school
workshop, stove, dish492-8069,
Contact Mike Conley required.
References available.
pets
no
washer,
Branch 970-8412.
Olive
with
Call 293-1066.
Murray 270-753-0259
Auction Realty
NOW LEASING
270.293.3232
360
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
Storage Rentals
We accept Section
320
MDM COMPUTERS
8 vouchers,
A&F Warehousing
Service'Sales
[ Apartments For Rent
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
Near MSU $20-50
Repairs/Upgrades
902 Northwood Dr
753-7668
759 3556
1 OR 2br apts near
Monday.
Murray
downtown
Wednesday, Filday.
G&C
Lease and deposit
Phone 759-4984
Want to Buy
STORAGE and
required 753-4109
Equal Housing
PROPANE
Opportunity
1BR Efficiency near
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
119 E. Main
downtown.
TOO #1-800-648-6056
753-3633
(270) 753-6266
utiliNo
$250.00/mo
GOOD used air condiCell: (270) 293-4183
ties included. No pets,
VICTORIAN one bedtioner. stove. refngera9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
Security
from
smoking.
miles
no
5
room
tor, electric & gas
in
deposit
Grove
required.
Murray
Lynn
healer, storm windows
KEY MINI
270-293-2843
area. Newty
753-4109
remodeled. Large deck
WAREHOUSES
WANTED iunk car &
with great view W/D
18R, price reduced.
truck batteries Top
1850 St. Rt. 1 21S
stove
refrigerator.
locations
various
prices paid
Very quiet All utilities
Murray. KY 42071
Coleman RE
(270)759-9694
paid including electric
753-9898.
270-753-5562
5600/mo plus deposit
2BR 1BA Townhouse
270-492-8211
J&L RENTALS
with
W/D.
5475AIINI-STOR %GE
$500/month. Please
340
720 S. 4TH Si.
call 270-753-7559
CHRISTOPHER'S
Houses For Rent
1.rner nit 121 s It Licodale.
2BR close to MSU
COINS
_A
IOXIO $25 IlKIS $40
Coleman RE
has great bargains at
1628 Olive. 2BR IBA
12701 434-2524
753-9898
Trends-N -Treasures
Practically on campus
12701 293-6906
Kids Welcome, Buy
2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
include
Appliances
and appraise coins
all appliances & washPREMIER
WO refng. and stove
270-753-4161
er & dryer, cable &
MINISTORAGE
436-5085
furnished
water
Grass fed Beef All nat•Inside climate control
1BR, Lease 8 Deposit.
S600,month, no pets
ural, NO poisons Good
storage
No Pets, 270-753753-2225.
for you and delicious
•Security alarmed
0728. 270-994-3308
too For brochure/spe4BR, C/H/A, all appli*Safe & clean
2BR, 1BA. 5min North
cials call 270-978-1940
ances Coleman RE
•We sell boxes!
pets
no
Murray.
of
or 573-225-3534
753-9898
•We rent U-Hauls
759-4826
753-9600
HAY for sale
1st Full Mo Rent Free
car
1
2BR, 28A.
$3 00/ Bale
appliances
garage, all
Calloway Carden
753-1287
Space
Storage
including WO, excelEsse% Doss ns
Available Main St
condition.
Sale
MOVING
lent
Apartments
Hazel
rent.
$725/month
Couch 8 Love seat
270-753-8623
1505 Diuguid Drisc
TV.
$10,
console
$725/deposit
$25.
[BR & 2BR %pi.
stuffed animals $1
270-293-8919
each Call 227-8721
270.753-8556
2BR. close to MSU
if
4pm
1.4001-545-1033
TUD
interested
after
Coleman RE
Ext. 2113 jf5
753-9898
in.aloppc/rtuml,
Retail Store Front
YOURS MINE AND
3 8 4BR Houses
2.300sqft
+1OURS Special $1. $2
2BR/1.5BA
C/HiA
Duplex
Available
Main St
2.200sqft
$3 and $5 sale racks garage Lynn grove
Locations
Various
Hazel. KY
winter
On
$675 00imo. 227-1743 Coleman RE
270-753-8623
on
clothing located
or 293-7407
270-753-9898
court square 753-4087
PT position for a career
minded individual in a
medical setting. Mail
resume: 1051-B N.
Attn:
ADIO.
16th
Murray. KY 42971

Commencal Prop, For Rent

RETAIL Store in Hazel
SF
5000
$1000 00rmonth
270-492-8211

Si,..,., I ...Jain 14 limn-. I att
I Imnona 5.,

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.
III

puppoes
Shih-Tzu
$150.00/EA. 492-8463

kJ...1 on 1,01,-i', In
briVettrs.:

additJ.JJJ
ursIbr

puppies
SHIH-TZU
AKC, shots & wormed
Females-$350. Males5300 731-352-0037

I

I I ,,tir

FOR Sale: Nice duplex
in Northwood. $90.000
270-293-1446

a subscription to the

MIER AI

F

111)(ILI4 I I/IES
Home Delivery
Local Mail • I
$30.00
3 mu.
$35,041
mu.
3
$55.00
6 mu.
$63.011
6 mu.
$105.00
1 r.
¶110.00
),r.
111 Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
mo.

Rest of
$70.54)
$90.00
$1 20.00

3 mu
6 mu
11.r
1
1 ('heck

MI.
I

Money Order

$96.00

SI45.00

yr.
Visa

Name
1
I St Address
I ,
dr'
I State
I/avt

l'h

I
Mall

this

tnillin/11 %Ili) p.1% Illo. I it

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 104a
Murray. k 121171
iii', all12701 753-1416
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CLASSIFIEDS

6 • alondai, Februarv 21. 2011

BRAND new 3BR 28A
2 Car garage. Custom
in
home
Brick
Bnarcrest Subdivision
Floors.
Hardwood
Formal dining custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light Approx 1800 SF
Living Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905

All ize Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity
812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

MBC Storage
HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.

We Finance
hollandmotorsales ccia'
270-753-4461

Behind Murray Business Center
500

753-2905

Used Trucks

I
_J

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (87331
ADAMS Homo
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling
Roofing, Vinyl Siding
Floors
Laminate
Repairs workers comp
Insured
227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer back hoe, and
work
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Borer

'999 GMC Z71 Ext
135,000
cab 4X4
4354249
530
Services Dflered

Garland Rentals. Inc. has now acquired
G & W Storage located at Junction of
For your beat and

mini storage needs, please call
270-753-2905 our office is located at

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

1900 N. 12th St Suite A in the Murray
Business Center. Visit our other.
locations at 1900 N 12th MBC Storage
- 'or 641 North Murray Store'& Lock.
460.
Homes For Sale
NEW Listing
3BR. 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781

I

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates,
SBG Real F'roperly
Professionals
293-7872

11
abc=on0
the
You can count
most experienced
in West Ky.

Drywall-8;
oainting.toJ Bathrooms &
' 'Kitchens
• Decks Ecr•Pencing.'
Me„Do It-A111
filo Job fa-SOUK)*
- 2'70-1113-01116'
InsitvsOr
keitssitskylake
rensedstinist
• PFF
LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Resiew
*Discovery Flight

PICK UP

CHASE Futrelf Lawn
Care. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Fortunately, you adjust
easily as you work through tension anxiety and stress with
movement. So when did you last

3 CRETE. LLC
Decorative
. Indoor plfister
A Cunfete *Stem
at
• Vka

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839.

ONLY 420.00
Call

Ashley or Natasha
to place an ad

(270)759-1916

The Place to
Start... Murray

LEDGER& TIMES

Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

Check us out on the web!

11 \I
I\1 \\ 1(.1 VII \I
• wccktu &pcL al pickups
• localh owned:operated
759-1151 • 293-27831
293-2784
.Handyman Work,
:la Jobs. Rop4ii'
Home, Auto.' .

SUDOKU
2

13 2
6

89
73
3i
4

T
H
TREE'SERitCE,
/nulled -Ret.:xuale,

Sucloku is a nurnoer-piacing puzze based on a 9.9 gr • • •
several Gwen numbers The oblect ,s to place the nurhber '
In the empty squares so that each row each column and
3.3 box contarns the same number only once the d:ttcurtv
of the Corkptts Sudol+u ,ncreases from Monday to Sunday

1
7

5
9

Answer to previous puzzle

4
82
6

5

lee Esiiislaies
Siortpl;letbrW...
.ett rib-NO-4.W .
ne 770437.104s,

•

13 Moe Gwen

Concepts SudoKu

9

lectrical. Mobile •
Wekhnia."Yards..Tetrit,'
fvloisiing & Much More
No.Job Too C,- '
Jacob
270-978-0278 -

(270)925-5387

Looking Back

or% week

Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Cali
Don, Murray area
519-8570

-

Murray Ledger &

20 word line ad

(270) 293-7971

270-293-5624

(270)873-2098

ML Garage Doors
repair,
installation
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Lca ally °Wiled
and operated
• Free Estimates&In
x't
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

FREE

403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, manicuring,
Landscaping.& •
leaf Vacuuming
satisfaction guano*
753-1816 227461

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour'
t inergency-Servii •
*Locally owned
.1..,censed A Insut,
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

6 9 8 4 7 5 2 1 3
5 1 4 8 3 2 9 6 7
2 3 7 6 9 1 5 4 8
7 5 3 2 6 4 8 9 1
8 6 9 5 1 7 3 2 4
4 2 1 9 8 3 6 7 5
3 8 2 7 4 6 1 5 9
9 4 5 1 2 8 7 3 6
1 7 6 3 5 9 4 8 2
••••

Tree
YEARRY S
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

75
9
8 5 3 2
2/2 t

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday. Feb. 22, 2011:
This year. you have a strong
sense of direction. If you use
your ability to empathize and
understand, expansion and success will greet you. Don't allow
restrictions to impose on your
thought process. Travel and education could mark the next 12
months. A foreigner also could
have a similar impact on your
life. If you are single, you'll
meet someone quite different.
Follow your intuition with a
relationship, whether single or
attached. Attached Fish need to
let go of their anger. SCORPIO
can be a real door-opener.

St.Paddy's
Picks

Services Offered

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

. Hwy 94 & Hwy 280

Murray Ledger &

go for a walk? A partner is full of
energy and feedback. Words
said might not be meant to
wound, but they do.
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
*** Close associations at the
workplace, gym or any other
place you frequent regularly
could be more important than
you would like. Success occurs
because of your ability to understand where someone is coming
from. You don't feel challenged
by this person's strong personality.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** An easy pace works,
and, yes, you will accomplish
what you need to, perhaps even
more. Without shess and tension, you complete your tasks
with speed. Answers come forth
spontaneously in a conversation. Listen to your inner voice.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your creativity seems
like a never-ending well. Your
sixth sense and intuition pinnacle as well. If your inner voice
says something, follow through.
unless you could cause yourself
trouble. A partner is changing

rapidly.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Don't worry about others
and their reactions. Follow
through on what needs to be
done with a key partnership
Others could react, but ultimately you only need to answer to
yourself. A project unrelated to
work could be most rewarding.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You might want to
understand what is happening
within your Immediate circle, but
also look to those you don't
know well. If there is a crankiness, consider the fact that it
might be well justified. Honor
your decisions.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Curb a need to handle
certain situations a certain way.
Instead, get more facts. Money
might be an important factor. but
so is the quality of your life. Real
estate, family and domestic matters come forward. Deal wilt

without making the slightest ges- impact. A feistiness arises during
ture. Understand what is going discussions Realize how close
on behind the scenes. Realize to the surface your feelings are.
that you need to establish a bet- Once you get to the gist of the
ter rapport with a child or loved issue, you might want to revise
some of your ideas.
one. Why not start now"
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You are in the limelight
21)
*** You have what it takes to once more. You see what goes
make inroads. Take time for fact. on with others. Help mobilize
gathering and -checking. Your others, but know that there is
only so much you can do. Use
abrlity to cut through a problem
emerges later this week. Your care with expressing your feelstrength comes from knowing ings. If you are suppressing your
emotions, you could discover
when to pull back.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) that you are on quite the spend**** A meeting has an ing spree.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Look to gaining more
insight and knowledge. This can
happen easily if you are open.
Find an expert. do research. By
detaching, you also might see a
situation far differently. Break
past self-imposed restrictions.
BORN TODAY
Basketball Hall of Famer Julius
Erving (1951)
***
Jacqueline Efigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigancom.

Ten years ago
The Murray Planning(
stun soled 'Nesday 4-1
ommend to the Murray
al that the back portion
at 717 Elm St. he re/on
residential to profession:
status.
Students of the Month
grade at Calloway Ulan
dle School are Stephen F.
Price. Shelley Easley an'
McCallum.
Recently reported birth
a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Smith.
Emily Scott. a North
tary student, placed third
Great American Smoke I
test.
Twenty years ago
Susan Farris of Ben
compete in the 1991 M
Pageant in Wichita. Kan
Forty-four seventh an
grade minority studen
schools in Murray, Mayfi
ucah and McCracken
attended a -College Sic
a Day" program Friday,
at Murray State Univers
Published is a picture
Campo, secretary of the I
Women's Bowling Ast
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Our doctors. Our neighbors.
Introducing our neweLtri.

Jesse Sandlin, M.D.
Orthopedic Surgery

mid-April to pay for annual
• By comparison. the average American works until
months for taxes.
taxes. That's seven weeks for food, and over three

As a regional community hospital, we are committed to providing the
the
best in care to our neighbors. Dr. Sandlin, our newest neighbor, has joined
, RC.
medical staff at Henry County Orthopaedic Surgery and Sports Medicine
and is now accepting new patients.
Dr. Sandlin received his medical degree from Northeastern Ohio
y of
Universities College of Medicine and did his residency at the Medical Universit
.
Surgeons
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of
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Ohio in Toledo. He is a fellow of the America Academy
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Sandlin,
HCMC is pleased to welcome Dr. Sandlin and his wife, Dr. Renee
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Emergency Physician,to Paris. HCMC is excited
to expand our Orthopedic Surgery Services in
the community. To make an appointment, call

"Food Check-Out Week" Check List...
of disposable income on
•The average American spends just over 10 percent
food, the lowest in the world.
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• When applied to calendar days. the average American
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seven
just
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supply
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to pay for their

731.644.2271 or 1.800.726.6379.
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MC MEDICAL CENTER
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TGA an uncommon disorder
ely, because
DEAR DR. GOTT: Could you a hospital immediat
more likely that a
please talk about transient global it is much
the amneamnesia'' I have never seen this seizure or stroke caused
sia_
discussed in your column before
In most cases, a trigger can
Thank you.
common
DEAR READER: Transient be found. The most
or emotional
global amnesia )TGA) is a rare include physical
physical
event that causes sudden, tempo- stress, such as strenuous
n in hot
rary loss of memory It is often activity, sudden immersio
acute emotionaccompanied by repetitive ques- or cold water and
caused by a
that
like
distress,
al
with
d
associate
not
as
It
tioning.
the more com- conflict or had news. Cenain medmon causes of ical procedures may also be the
amnesia such tngger. The exact cause tif TGA
is unknown, but there does appear
as stroke.
For a pos- to be a link between it and
itive diagno- migraines in some patients.
Those at higher risk are those
sis, the patient
must meet a with a history of migraines and
set of criteria. those over the age of 50. The
He or she condition is temporary and doesn't cause lasting damage. so it
retain
must
knowledge of does not require treatment. Because
personal iden- the cause is unknown, there is
tity and have no way to prevent these episodes.
By
normal cogni- Recurrence is uncommon.
Dr. Peter Gott tion )naming
Because sudden memory loss
y related to a
familiar objects, following simple is more commonl
I am sendinstructions, etc.): the event must disorder of the brain,
Report
be verified by a witness; there ing you a copy of my Health
who would
cannot be a history of active 'Stroke." Other readers
send a selfepilepsy, a recent head injury or like a copy should
No. 10 envethe presence of seizures during addressed stamped
or money
the episode. the event cannot last lope and a $2 check
Newsletter and
more than 24 hours; testing and order payable to
Box 167.
examination will not reveal signs mailed to Newsletter, P.O
67. Be sure
of brain damage: and, finally, the Wickliffe,OH 44092-01
or print an
patient must experience a gradual to mention the title
order form off my website at
return of memory.
Some sufferers may also have www_AskDrGott1S4D.com.
DEAR DR. GOTT: A while
a racing heartbeat, cold hands and
trembling, hack. 1 read an article about skinsweating.
feet,
d someheadache, vomiting, nausea, dizzi- tag removal. It mentione
fingernails as a
ness, chest or neck pain, visual thing used on
you please tell
disturbances, flushing or chills, a home remedy. Can
me what this is?
fear of dying and more.
DEAR READER: The prodA typical episode lasts about
referring to is nailsix hours and does not cause last- uct you are
For the removal
ing damage. Memory of events hardening polish.
it is applied to the
that happened during (and occa- of skin tags,
or twice a day. As
sionally for a few hours prior) lesion once
up, it can be
typically does not return; howev- the coating builds
removing the tag. The
er. memory of events that were pulled off,
take up to a week.
forgotten before that time is even- process may
To provide related information.
tually regained.
a copy of my
It is important that anyone who I am sending you
"Dr. Gott's Comwitnesses a person develop sud- Health Report
Remedies."
den extreme memory loss call an pelling Home
to
sufferer
the
get
or
e
ambulanc

Dr. Gott
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I THINK THAT BUT YOU SAID
YOU WERE
MECHANIC
GOING TO
f?IPPED ME
13{.1iF HIM...
O.

YOU KNOW, DAllLE HIM WITH
YOUR VA5T KNOWLEDGE 10
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.
REMEMBER?

TURNS OUT MY 'CLICK AND
CLACK' RETENTION 91 T
WHAT I THOUGHT IT WAS...

GAIRIFIEI_IDOLD
MV B.RE.EP OF FISH IS
F'01SONOL/5, AND CAN
MAKE YOU VIOLENTLY ILL!

MY BREED OP STOMACH
CAN AT 12 BURRITOS
BIGGER THAN MY HEAD

Marred
Marble
Dear
Heloise: Any
hints for how
remove
to
SCRATCHES
FROM CULTURED
MARBLE
vanity tops in
bathrooms? - Wayne S., via e-mail
Wayne, cultured marble is very
easy to care for because it's not
really marble, it's a man-made polymer product. However. just like
real marble, it can get scratches
and minor damage. A small surface scratch usually can be fixed
using a very mild abrasive, like
white inongell toothpaste. For
deeper scratches, sand lightly with
a super-fine-grade sandpaper and
then buff with paste, car wax or
fiberglass cleaner. Remember, never
use abrasive cleaners, because they
can dull and wear away the finish. -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: I-210-HELOISE
Heloise( at)Heloise.com
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Here are some

by
Heloise

other foods you can cut with a
pizza cutter:
• quesadillas
* brownies
• homemade noodles or
dumplings
• sandwiches.
Heloise
CIGAR BOXES
Dear Readers: Cigar boxes
come in all shapes, sizes and materials. They can be used as a
catchall on top of a dresser or to
tote art supplies like charcoal pencils, acrylic/oil/watercolor paints
and brushes. Also use the boxes
to store sewing-machine bobbins
and thread, or as a jewelry box
to hold costume/everyday pieces
of jewelry. Another idea: Give to
a child to contain a rock, baseball-card, shell or other collection
Did you know that you can
go to cigar shops and certain
liquor stores and purchase their
empty cigar boxes for a small
charge? Some are even offered
for free. Os pick some up at flea
markets and garage sales for fun
use. -- Heloise
SAND INSTEAD OF SALT
Dear Heloise: During the winter when we have snow and ice,
I SAND our wooden stairs and
ramp, rather than salt them, in
order to protect the wood. I nor-

mally buy sand at the DIY (do it
yourself) store, but the smallest
bag is generally 50 pounds!
I looked for smaller bags of
sand and found them at a pet
store -- in the reptile section. The
bags were still large enough for
our needs and were not difficult
to lift. -- Laurie in New Jersey
A good point for ease of use,
even though it's a little pricey.
But play sand, which is used in
children's sandboxes, comes an 37.
poundbags at a much cheaper pnce.
It's up to you to consider pnce
versus weight. -- Heloise
NO SUP IN SHOWER
Dear Heloise: A simple and
effective way to avoid slips in
the shower is to stand on a washcloth. Your weight on it keeps it
stable so you will not slip. -Steve V. Columbus. Ohio
SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: I would like the
various food corporations to state
the name of their product on both
side panels of their boxes, in print
large enough to read at a glance
when it is stored in the customer's
home. This would be especially
practical for those of us who own
an RV, as the cupboard storage
space is limited -- Betty B..
Niland,
(c)2011 by king Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
ACROSS
1
6
11
12
13
writer
14
15
17
18
22
23
27
29
30
32
33
35
38
39
41
45
46
47
48

Figure out
Uses a needle
Slugger Williams
Allot
Like some cheese
Chide
Shows fondness
Become prevalent
Pebbles
Chilly
Circus swings
Chick's mother
Proceed slowly
Came up
Renter's paper
Easy two-pointer
Come in
Fragrance
Take the wheel

Magnet ends
Millinery buys
Mc-Cormack of "Will & Grace"
"Yup" opposite
Sermon topic
Had supper
Glimpse
Mess up

34
35
36
37
40
42
43
44

Reading aids
Packs down
Verdi work
Perfect
"The Devil and Daniel Webster"

FOGUP
ST A I F F
INANE
TENOR
TEMPT
ANGLE
ELI
SULKED
LEFTOUT
IRE
OAR I NG
SEE
FARES
COP
FR I DGE
ALA
HEARSOF
DARNI T
Ai L I
LEAVE
WISPS
LADEN
KNEEL
SMART
SEDGY
2

1

3

4

11

12

13

14
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WHAT ARE
WORD5
YOU HATE ,
MOST TO
HEAR?

YOU STAY
HOME NOW,
AND BE A
6000 o&"D

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
28
31

High hit, in tennis
Orangutan, for one
Fellows
February honoree
Unable to eat another bite
Sneezet's needs
Hubbub
Liquefy
Make roads
Winter glider
Spider's creation
June honorees
"—You Babe"
White House power
Earlier case
Whole range
Floor unit
Finishes
Eden tempter
Mineo of movies
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6

5
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4TH DISTRICT BON S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT

Lakers, Tigers look to
role players to decide
First Region tournament, and Greene knows
Calloway is going to do everything they can
to limit the duo's touches.
On the other side, Greene knows that his
team, consisting of a smaller front line, will
have to keep the ball out of freshman center
By RICKY MARTIN
Michael Arnett's hands, while also accountAssistant Sports Editor
ing for seniors Brock Simmons and Shawn
Tuesday night, when Calloway County Thompson on the perimeter.
and Murray High meet for a third and final
That's why each coach said the key
time in the Fourth District tournament, Tuesday night will simply come down to the
Bruce Lane and Ron Greene understand role players.
what each has to do to win.
"If we get a hot hand, who knows what
Now it's simply who can execute better.
RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times
can happen," Greene said. "But we know
Lane knows that stopping Tigers' senior that it's going to have to be someone else
Calloway County head coach Bruce Lane
Foster and junior Kendall Deese is
Marte
game
instructs his team during a timeout in a
•See DISTRICT 9
crucial if the Lakers want to advance to the
earlier this season.

THIRD INSTALLMENT OF
CROSSTOWN MATCHUP IS
WIN-OR-CO-HOME

RICKY MARTIN L
Murray head coach Ron Greene hopes to lead
his team past Calloway County after suffering
two close losses to his rivals' this season.

I(HSAA S 1ATE WRESTLING
CHAMPIONSHIPS

State stay
ends for
Calloway

COLLEGE BASKETBALL:
MURRAY STATE 72, EVANSVILLE 47

11,big win

Staff Report
The Calloway Count) wrestling team
wrapped up its 2010-2011 campaign over
the weekend, with senior Robby Friedrich
and junior Charlie Courtney falling in the
consolation rounds in their respective
weight classes.
Courtney, who placed third in the First
Region to earn his bid to state, fell in his
opening round match Thursday to Moore's
Sam Willbartks, before bouncing back with
a win Friday morning over Chris Blair
from Ashland Blazer.
Courtney fell to Southern's Brody
O'Leary later Friday afternoon to end his
state run, finishing with a 1-2 record.
Friedrich, who was wrestling up a
weight class, fell to Trinity's Brandon Birk
in the opening round Thursday, then lost to
Blake Curtsinger from Anderson County in
his final high school match Friday.
Birk. Friedrich's opening round opponent, ended up placing fourth in the state
tournament.
The Lakers finished the regular season
with their best record in school history at
12-7, and according to head coach Dickie
Walls, will begin preparing for next season
this week.

NEVV SLOGAN IN
TOW, RACERS
BLAST
EVANSVILLE
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Perhaps in direct response to
Wednesday's loss at Southeast Missouri,
Murray State's players came out with brand •
new T-shins at warm-ups prior to
Saturday's ESPN BracketBuster game with
Evansville.
"Don't be the I" was emblazoned across
the backs, a saying assistant coach Amir
Abdur-Rahim borrowed from a fellow
coach in the NBA. The Racers could apply
the slogan on an individual basis — don't be
the one to cost the team by giving sub-par
effort or losing focus on the floor.
Bat, especially in the wake of MSU's
most recent embarrassing loss, senior guard
B.J. Jenkins prefers to think about it from a
team perspective — don't be the ones who
didn't get the job done.
"As a team reference, don't be the one
team at Murray State they talk about that
had a chance to do great things and didn't
live up to expectations," Jenkins said after
the Racers disposed of Evansville 72-47 in
front of 4,024 at the CFSB Center.
Certainly there have been times this season when the Racers have slipped into fitting the underachiever bill Jenkins and his
teammates want to avoid. Saturday, however, was not one.
The Racers put together one of their most
complete efforts of the season against a
squad with a higher RPI than themselves,
blasting the Purple Aces with MSU's largest
margin of victory since a Jan. 22 win
against SEMO.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL:
KENTUCKY 90,
SOUTH CAROLINA 59

Miller,
Wildcats
roll over
Gamecocks

for MSU with 10 points, four rebounds
and six assists.
Both teams traded runs and baskets
through most of the opening half, combining for two ties and four lead
changes. However, no team led by
more than one or two possessions until
the final two minutes of the half when
EIU started a 7-0 run that gave them a
33-23 advantage heading into the locker room.
The Racers fought hard through the
second half and were cutting away at
the disadvantage until the last five

By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Forget the
stet sheet. Kentucky coach John Calipari
doesn't need to look at it to know Darius
Miller is finally starting to get it.
Sure, the junior forwards career-high 22
points in the 22nd-ranked Wildcats' 90-59
romp over South Carolina on Saturday was
nice. To Calipari, however, the bigger
measuring stick for the talented but inconsistent Miller's progress is the number of
times he tests his coach's sanity over the
course of a game.
Against the Gamecocks, it was tantalizingly close to zero.
"He had one stretch where I wanted to
choke him because he had played so well,"
said Calipari, who was kidding about the
choking, but couldn't resist poking Miller
just a bit for a short stretch in the second
half when he "reverted" to his formerly reticent ways.
That's fine by Miller. He's grown used to
Calipari's almost impossibly high standards.
"He pretty much wants perfection,"
Miller said.
Miller almost gave it to him. He
knocked down his first six 3-point
attempts, grabbed nine rebounds and was a
presence for almost the entire 37 minutes
he was on the Boor.
South Carolina coach Damn Horn
called Miller "unbelievable," adding only
at Kentucky would players like Miller and
junior guard DeAndre Liggins be consid-

•See WOMEN,9

•See WILDCATS,9

•See RACERS,9

Up Next
Morehead State at Murray State
When: 8 p m Thursoa)
Where: CFSB Center
TV: ESPNU
Radio: WFGS 103 7 FM
Records: Morehead 21 8 '2-4 OVC Murray 21 7
112-4 OVC)
Series record: Murray leads 102-46
Last meeting: Morehead won 75-65 in Morehead or
Dec 4 2010

ELAINE KIGHT I For the Ledger
Saturday night's ESPN
during
defender
Evansville
an
against
basket
the
to
drives
B.J. Jenkins
Bracket Buster game at the CFSB Center.

Racers can't extend win streak to three
MSU's TOURNEY
POSITION REMAINS
PRECARIOUS
staff, MSU Repots
The Murray State women's basketball team was unable to earn its thirdstraight victory Saturday, as the Racers
(8-19. 4-12 OVC) fell to Eastern
Illinois 68-55 in the final regular-season road game of the 2010-11 seasonal
Lantz Arena in Charleston, Ill.
MSU is currently in a three-way tie
tor seventh place in the conference

with two games left
to play in the regular
season. Only two of
those seventh-place
teams will advance
to the postseason
tournament.
The Racers were
led by redshin freshman Jessica Winfrey,
who tallied her ninth
double-double of the
with
16
season
11
and
points
rebounds. It marked
the second time this

a
68

55

Up Next
Morehead State at
Murray State
When: 5 15 pm Thursday
Where: CFSB C.enler
Radio: WNBS 1340 AM
Records: Morehead 19 8(12-4 OVC) Murray
8-19 (4-12, OVC)

season that the Marion. Ark., native
earned the accomplishment twice
against the same team Winfrey also
earned doubles-doubles in both games
UT Martin.
Sophomore Manah Robinson was
the only other player in double-digits
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Lane said stopping the two senior leader, delivered, going Morehead State
12-4 (21-8) just two less three-pointers.
dynamic guards is much easier tor a game-high 16 points, 11 of Murray State
12-4 (21-7)
"It was paint touches.- he
which came during a first half in
1270) 753 4 703
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Ritzheimer singled to center and
From MSU Athletics
knows will have to be the focal Center, in which the regular-seathem a
will likely be on we're about. That's what this with a 12-I run that gave
Four Murray State errors Elliot Frey was hit by a pitch to
point on the defensive end, son OVC title
left
15:17
with
advantage
45-29
program is about. Sometimes
helped lead to five unearned load the bases. Wes Warren
starting with the man in the the line.
"I think we wanted to make a we get away from that. We get to play.
runs as UNC Asheville rallied drew a bases-loaded walk to
middle in Arnett.
Jenkins said. too pretty. lackadaisical or com- Evansville
26 21 — 47
for a 7-6 victory Sunday after- score a run and Travis Isaak folThe freshman scored 19 statement tonight."
Murray Stale 30 42 -- 72
team and placent."
great
a
is
"Evansville
noon to sweep a three-game lowed with an RBI infield single
points and grabbed 14 rebounds
Of course it also helped that
dominated them,
to second. A second run scored
series at Greenwood Field.
Evansville (14-13) —. Ryan 13, Holmes
the first time the two teams we knew if we
statement. Losing Murray State shot the ball better. 10, Hopi 8. Lacey 5. Plains 4. Taylor 3.
Earlier Saturday, UNC on the play when the ball was
clashed, then led the Lakers we'd make a
and Southeast The Racers went 50 percent Peeler 2. Cot 2
Asheville used a five-run first thrown into the dugout.
with 13 points and 13 rebounds to Eastern Illinois
. 17-48 3-pt.: 2-9 FT: 11-18
getting past from the field and hit 8 of 16 co
barely
and
Missouri
The Bulldogs 13-01 got an
Rebounds: 26 Turnovers: 13
inning to open up an early lead
in his encore performance two
Jacksonville State, other teams three-pointers compared with
wide open unearned run back in the homegame
the
broke
then
weeks later.
are starting to Wednesday's performances in Murray State (21-7) — Jenkins 16
in the late innings to take a 15-5 half of the inning as Gajdosz
Simmons missed the first in the league
Miles 12. Canaan 10 McClain 8 Poole
like we needed to which they struggled to hit open 8,
felt
We
doubt.
doubled to left center after his
4
Aska
7
Long
7
Daniel
win.
teams
two
the
between
meeting
shots, going 39 percent from the FG: 27-54 3-pt.: 8-16 FT: 10-14
On Friday. the Murray State at-bat was prolonged by a
while nursing a shoulder injury, make a statement."
14
Turnovers:
38
Rebounds:
For head coach Billy field and 4-for-18 from three.
offense pushed across nine runs dropped foul ball by the catcher.
and made his return to the linein the fourth inning, but it was- Mike Vaughn plated the runner
up against the Tigers the secbnd
n't enough as UNC Asheville with a groundout to second two
time around, scoring 10.
collected 20 hits in a 15-11 vic- batters later.
Thompson scored 17 the
MSU added to lead in the
I8-of-25 from the chanty,A4, tory in.shab.Fason-opener.
first time out, then only had From Page 8
while the Racers were helrlelki
On Sultsy. with the scored fourth as Moore was hit by a
seven in the second matchup. minutes. MSU went on several
8-of- I I mark.The Panther* a* dalin the bottom of the seventh. pitch and went to second on
but Thompson has been rolling runs through the stanza, but they
earned a 49-37 advantage on the Danny Baatz singled up the mid- Frey's single up the middle.
lately, scoring the basketball were unable to cut the deficit
OVC(OWIlid) glass, including an 11-7 mark on dle and stole second. After a Warren followed with a chopper
the way Lane had hoped he lower than eight points. In the School
14-3(20-6) the offensive side.
Tennessee Tech
wild pitch. Grant Gajdosz deliv- out in front of the plate that was
would all season.
final minutes. EIU went on a 6-0
12-4 (19-8)
The Racers will now head ered a single to left field that thrown to second and mishanStill, Greene said Arnett has run to push the advantage out to Morehead State
dled. allowing Moore to score
Tennessee-Martin 12-4 (17-10) back to Murray to conclude the drove in the winning run.
to be contained for the Tigers to 17.
11-5 (16-11) 2010-11 regular season at the
Illinois
The Breds (0-3) took advan- from second. Isaak followed
win.
The Racers improved on their Eastern
11-5 (12-16) CFSB Center. MSU will host tage of a fielding error in the with an RBI single through the
"One big thing that's hurt us shooting percentage from the Austin Peay
has been their big guy," he said. first half, hitting 35.5 percent of Jacksonville State 6-11 (9-19) Morehead State Thursday then second inning to push across left side.
Things came unraveled for
Eastern Kentucky Saturday. with four runs in the frame. Jacob
"He had 19 and 13 against us. their shots compared to 27.3 per- SE Missouri State 4-12(8-18)
4-12 (8-19)
both games set for 5:15 p.m. tip- Rhodes grounder to second to the Breds defense in the sixth as
and the big fellow has been a cent in the first. MSU also hit Murray State
start the inning kicked off the they committed three errors that
little bit of a problem for us, so more than double the amount of Tennessee State 4-12(8-19) offs.
The final weekend of OVC glove into the right-field corner helped push five runs across and
until we get that figured out, he triples in the second, improving Eastern Kentucky 3-13(6-19)
action will determine the fate of for a three-base error. Cody tie the game.
will be again on Tuesday.
shot 37.1 percent to the Racers
from two to five.
Racers' tournament hopes. Larson was hit by a pitch and
The Breds return to action
the
"He's not the only one.
EIU earned key advantages in 31.3 for the game and made
though. They have a lot of shooting percentage. free throws more free throws than MSU was set for March 2-5 in Nashville. Colton Moore drove in a run Tuesday afternoon as they travel
with a fielder's choice. Paul to face Arkansas State at 3 p.m.
weapons and more than one and rebounding. The Panthers allowed to attempt. EIU went Tenn.
shooter, so it's hard to do anything real tricky defensively
against them."
Greene and Lane both
'We played great defense and
agreed that the difference in the From Page 8
Darius' shooting was unbelievballgame will most likely fall ered role players.
on the shoulders of one of their
"I think its a joke that any- able," Jones said. "I just feel we
key role players, similarly to body would refer to those guys are playing well as a team.
Everyone is giving up shots for
how it did in the first tilt, where as role players." Horn said.
eigth-grader Parker Adams don't know any role players who the extra pass and we are starting to talk well on defense."
knocked down two game-win- get 22."
Malik Cooke had 12 points as
ning free throws in the final
Terrence Jones added 19
seconds of overtime to secure points and 12 rebounds for the South Carolina (13-12,4-8)shot
the win.
Wildcats (19-7, 7-5 SEC). who just 34 percent from the floor in
Greene said Cedric Cherry remain unbeaten at Rupp Arena losing their fifth straight.
and Torrence Williams will under Calipari. Kentucky scored Leading scorers Bruce Ellington
need big nights for the Tigers in the game's first 15 points and led and Sam Muldrow combined for
order to win, as well as Bob by as much as 36 to push its 13 points on 3-of-17 shooting a,
Fields and key reserves Andre home winning streak to 32, the South Carolina suffered it,
Phillips and Daniel Nisbet.
second-longest in school history. worst loss of the season.
For Lane. the duties may fall
to senior Blake Maness, who
has led the Lakers several times
this season on the scoring end.
Along with Maness. Lane said
he expects senior point guard
Jared Shankle as well as Adams
and junior Garrett Schwettman
to play big roles.
Tip-off is set for 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday and will follow the
Murray High and Marshall
County girls first round tilt.
Top seed Marshall County
will host Community Christian
tonight in the other first-round
boys matchup.
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4th District Basketball
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Boys tournament
Monday
iI l Marshall Co vs r41 CC A
Tuesday
(2) Galloway Co vs (3) Murray
Thursday
hampionship comp
Girls tournament
Monday
)Calloway Co vs (4) CCA
Tuesday
Murray vs (3) Marshall Co
Thursday
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Calloway County
Agriculture Dept.
Leading the Way

High School Agriculture
and College Credit

1

Special to the Ledger
County
Calloway.
The
Agriculture Department is leading the way in providing college
credit to high school students.
In fact, nearly 100 students have
already earned 3 hours of college credit while enrolled in
agriculture courses at Calloway
County High School, and 24
students have earned 6 hours of
college credit as high school
agriculture students. This does
not count the 14 Advanced
Placement courses, or the 22
Murray State University Bridge
Courses available to all students
at Calloway County High
School. However, beginning in
the fall of 2011 Calloway
County students will have the
opponunity to enroll in dual
credit agriculture courses with
the Murray State University
'Hutson School of Agriculture.
Students will receive credit for
high school agriculture classes
(thus making them eligible to
join the FFA) while earning up
to 6 additional hours of college
credit. Below are some quotes
from individuals involved in
this new venture:
"These dual credit offerings
are mutually beneficial for the
student, the secondary agricul-

tural education program al
Calloway and for the Murray
State University Hutson School
of Agriculture. We are proud to
lead the way in this partnership," - Tony Brannon, Dean of
of
School
Hutson
the
Agriculture
-This provides students a linkage from their high school
course work to transition into
the next level of their academic
careers, which is vital to their
- Mr.
continued success."
Brandon Wilson, MSU professor
"I am excited about the opportunity to learn on a college level
in a high school classroom
while earning credit on both
fronts."- Morgan Smotherrnan.
CCHS senior
For more information regarding the curriculum at Calloway
County High School visit the
schools website http://www.calloway.kyschools.us or contact
either agriculture teacher (Bill
Sampson or Jacob Falwell) for
specific questions about any of
the 13 agriculture courses
offered at Calloway County
High School.

Sullivan McCallon is shown with her new bottle calf that is
part of her Supervised Agriculture Experience (SAE).

(left to right): Jay Green. Hugh Paschall,
Students attending and competing at the Kentucky State Fair this past August were
Kim, Haley Gilbert, Rebekah Hillman, and
Travis
Crouch,
Marci
Hillman,
Morgan
Tubbs,
Hailey
Reynolds,
Jacob
Ross,
Rachel
Erica Rogers.

LeeAnn Orr shows a horse from her SAE this summer as she
was visited by her high school agriculture teachers.

Tasha Brown works and rides at Briar Creek Stable owned by
Candy Cook She is shown here in a riding lesson

Clint Craig is pictured in front of his tobacco crop early in the
2010 crop year. This is part of his SAE.

Jesse Vaught works with parent/supporter Shawn Harper to
pregnancy check a doe using an ultrasound machine in
Animal Science class.

SOUTHERN STATES
Brands you trust. People you know.
For your Farm, Home & Garden Needs

Proud supporters of Future Farmers of America
270-753-1423110 - East Sycamore Ext. - Murray
www.southernstates.com
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.4:30 p.m., Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

PRSCHELN FARM&HOME
Answers & Low Prices Down Every Aisle

We Offer 10% Discount
to FFA Members
700 N. 12th St., Murray • 270-759-8150

(Available anywhere in
the city or county)

753-4703

